
March 2023 Innovative Schools Learning Excursions
See innovative learning in person, exchange strategies to equitably transform learning with your peers, and

apply what you learn to transform teaching and learning within your own school/district.

For Multi-Stakeholder Teams of
Educators, Students, and Key Partners

to explore district conditions and schoolwide
strategies to support personalized,

next gen learning

For Teams of Educators

to go deep into a school’s learning model and
specific strategies that support project-based,

proficiency-based, next gen learning

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Host Site: A medium-sized district and a high school (within a
district that has multiple high schools) that are redesigning the
learning experience for students to include discovery,
innovation, and growth and that have deeply involved their
community in the effort.

Who: New England-based high school-focused teams of 6-12
diverse stakeholders (educators, parents, students, and key
community members) that are ready to work together to apply
district and high school strategies in their own school/district.

Application for Vista Multi-Stakeholder Learning Excursion

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Host Site: A small public high school of choice in a small urban
district where academics are infused with rigor, relevance, and
relationships and the curriculum is organized around engaging
project-based learning (expeditions) outside the school.

Who: New England-based high school-focused teams of 3-5
educators that want to explore the learning expeditionary
model, crew (student advisory), proficiency-based grading, and
intensives (compact expeditions).

Application for Casco Bay Educator Learning Excursion

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdsmFeBv5GkmH-SqtNohd3ETVv9tYS5hKyOaQsAAvMpwvK-VA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSepZcEAf8_-0jF8ay_tNdpUWlhmp30guQq2gWK6LaG6l4sFBg/viewform?usp=sf_link
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Apply by December 9, 2022, for first priority selection. Applications will also be accepted through January 11, 2023, if space permits. Each
excursion is limited by space available, and NGLC is committed to an equitable selection process based on a set of criteria. Mini-grants of
$750 per team member (Casco Bay trip) and $2,000 per team member (Vista trip) are provided to defray costs for travel and time.
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Overview
The national nonprofit organization Next Generation Learning Challenges (NGLC), with funding from the Barr Foundation, is excited to
announce two Innovative Schools Learning Excursions in March 2023 for New England-based teams that are interested in redesigning the
high school experience.

● The March 13-16 Multi-Stakeholder Learning Excursion to Vista Unified School District and Mission Vista High School in Vista,
California.

● The March 28-30 Educator Learning Excursion to Casco Bay High School in Portland, Maine.

Seeing is believing. The Innovative Schools Learning Excursions are more than a school tour, they are a learning experience. Facilitators will
help every participant learn with and from the host sites. The excursions are designed to deepen participants’ knowledge of “next generation
learning” (see below) approaches in use at the host sites and will provide teams a foundation for applying what they learn to their own vision
for teaching and learning in their school/district.

Next generation learning. Learning approaches that develop students in well-rounded ways share some common characteristics: They
respond to the strengths, needs, and cultural backgrounds of each individual student. They make sure students successfully acquire skills
and knowledge before moving on. They connect academic knowledge and skills to on-the-job work experiences and real problems in our
communities, adapted for even our youngest learners. They use the most advanced tools available in our society, including technology but
also what is known in education as “learning science.” Educators often refer to these learning approaches as student-centered, personalized,
competency-based, equitable, experiential, authentic, and/or technology-enabled. At NGLC, we use the term next generation learning to
capture all of these learning approaches.
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Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Goals for Multi-Stakeholder Teams
● See learning transformations in progress in a district

high school, focusing on students owning their learning;
a culture that celebrates youth and adult strengths,
interests, and values; and mastery-based learning.

● Notice the conditions created by the district and school
that support innovative learning and transformation.

● Connect with others in similar “stakeholder”
roles—educator, student, parent, community partner—to
understand how each role is involved in the work of
transforming learning at the host site and consider ways
your role can help lead the work of transforming learning
in your own school/district.

● Develop strategies for applying what you learn to your
school/district and create an artifact to share what you
learn with a wider group of stakeholders.

Overview

Before the trip:

Goals for Educator Teams
● See an innovative learning model in action, focusing on

projects, expeditions and intensives, crews, and
proficiency-based grading.

● Engage with school leaders, faculty, and students to
understand their experience in this innovative learning
model and how they design learning experiences.

● Participate in workshops to deeply investigate the
strategies and practices that support crew, intensives,
and proficiency-based grading.

● Participate in introductory sessions on designing
projects and expeditions and how you might bring those
practices to your school.

● Identify next steps to apply what your team learns to
your school and make plans to share what you learn with
others.

Overview

Before the trip:
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● With your team, join virtual sessions for an introduction
to the ways that Vista Unified School District and
Mission Vista High School engage their stakeholders to
redesign learning, to learn about how the different roles
represented on your team can contribute to
transforming learning in schools, and to learn about a
process for observing learning in a school in your
community

● Meet with your team to observe learning in a school in
your community

● Read and listen to multimedia stories about Vista
Unified and Mission Vista

During the trip:
● Tour Mission Vista High School (MVHS) to observe its

approach to next gen learning
● Meet with MVHS students, teachers, and administrators

to discuss their learning redesign
● Meet with parents, business leaders, leaders of

community organizations, school board members,
and/or local government officials who have been
involved in Vista Unified’s learning redesign

● Participate in team work sessions
● Participate in work and social sessions with other teams

attending the learning excursion

Why does widespread and inclusive community engagement in
learning redesign matter? A key takeaway from NGLC’s work

● Watch videos and read materials, like the school
handbook and grading guide for families, to orient your
team to Casco Bay High School’s learning model.

● Begin filling out the first three sections of your learning
log to begin building a shared purpose for your
participation.

During the trip:
● Tour Casco Bay High School in small groups led by

CBHS students to observe learning in action
● Meet with faculty and students to discuss their

experience with the school’s learning model
● Participate in hands-on workshops and introductory

sessions focused on specific elements of the learning
model, facilitated by Casco Bay staff, faculty, and/or
students.

● Participate in team work sessions
● Engage in social activities and work sessions with other

teams of New England educators attending the learning
excursion

How does engaging in a learning excursion prepare you to
transform teaching and learning in your own school? Guided by
adult learning facilitators, learning excursions for educators
provide an opportunity to learn with and from the game
changers who are driving innovation, and to take a pause from
daily life of a school to become learners.
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with schools and districts  that have had success in
transforming learning (see www.transformation-design.org) is
this: “If young people are going to graduate from U.S. public
schools with the skills and mindsets needed to address 21st
century challenges, we who serve them—and the schools and
organizations we are a part of—must develop and use those
same skills and mindsets ourselves.” Most importantly, the
change process should be owned by educators, students,
parents, and community members, with care taken to be
inclusive and equitable. This approach, a diverse team of
stakeholders partnering on work that matters for their
community and for their students, is transformational. It’s
exactly what needs to happen for real and lasting change to
take root. It’s what all our students deserve.

Educator Learning Excursions are designed to develop a growth
mindset by creating room to experiment, embrace, and learn
from trying out new approaches. Participants observe and
engage with students, teachers, and school leaders to examine
practice and explore bold models designed to strengthen
student learning outcomes against a broader, deeper definition
of student success.

By seeing the level of transformation and mindset change
evident in the learning excursion host site, participants will be
able to consider new ways to address persistent challenges in
their schools. Participants will deepen their knowledge of next
gen learning with an eye toward strengthening teaching and
learning practice in their own context.
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Application and Eligibility
Each learning excursion has its own application and eligibility criteria. Be sure to apply using the correct form.

Each team must complete the required application form by 11:59 p.m. ET on December 9, 2022, for first priority selection. We will accept
applications through January 11, 2023, if space permits. Participation in each excursion is capped; applications will be reviewed on a set of
criteria to make selections. While it is possible to apply to both excursions, the goals, programming, and team composition are very different.
Since NGLC is committed to a selection process that provides inclusive and equitable access for as many teams as possible, we strongly
recommend that you review the description for each program so that you can choose the one that best matches your needs, then assemble the
team as required and submit a strong application for that excursion.

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Application and Eligibility

The application is open to all public school governance types
(traditional, innovation, charter) in New England.

We require that teams be focused at the high school level.

We recommend team size to be 6-12 members.

Teams must have an equal distribution of members from the
district, a high school, and community partners. We require the
following roles: district leadership, high school leadership, and

Application and Eligibility

The application is open to all public school governance types
(traditional, innovation, charter) in New England.

We require that teams be focused at the high school level.

We recommend team size to be 3-5 members.

Teams may include teachers, school leaders, central office
administrators, or others. We require teams to include one
member from the leadership team.
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at least two students, and we encourage at least two
community-based members (workforce industry partners,
parents, school committee/school board members, nonprofit
partner organizations, etc.). The lead applicant may represent
any of these stakeholder roles.

The application collects basic information about the lead
applicant’s school/organization and each participant on your
team. The application asks for your team’s composition, vision
for transformed learning, and goals for participating in the
learning excursion.

The application also requires certifying that you have secured
assurances from the appropriate building and/or district
leaders for your team to conduct a learning walk at your team’s
school. The learning walk is a required activity for the Learning
Excursion, to be completed as a team between February 10,
2023, and March 3, 2023.

Application for Vista Multi-Stakeholder Learning Excursion

The application collects basic information about your team and
each participant, the name of your school/organization, and
email addresses. The application asks for your team’s
composition and how you will work together, your vision for
transformed learning, and your learning goals for participating
in the learning excursion.

Application for Casco Bay Educator Learning Excursion
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Selection Process
As described below, the selection criteria is different for each learning excursion. However, the timeline and process NGLC uses to make
selections based on those criteria will be the same.

NGLC will review all applications beginning with the priority deadline of December 9, 2022. Using information obtained from the applications,
NGLC will make final selections with feedback from program officers at the Barr Foundation. NGLC will contact all teams that apply by
December 9, 2022, with selection decisions no later than December 16, 2022. At that time, information about registration and travel will be
distributed. Please wait to make any travel plans until we have confirmed your selection.

If space is available for additional teams to participate, NGLC will review all applications received by January 11, 2023, including those not
selected in the first round in December. And if needed, NGLC may conduct calls with a set of finalist teams. NGLC may contact finalist teams
by January 13, 2023, to schedule a one-hour virtual call between January 16-20, 2023. Final selection decisions will be communicated to all
teams no later than January 25, 2023. At that time, information about registration and travel will be distributed. Please wait to make any
travel plans until we have confirmed your selection.

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Selection Criteria

This Multi-Stakeholder Learning Excursion will be capped at 72
total participants. We plan to select 6-8 teams each comprised
of 6-12 members.

Selection Criteria

This Educator Learning Excursion will be capped at 36 total
participants. We plan to select 7-12 teams each comprised of
3-5 members.
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Teams will be selected based on the quality of the application
responses and evidence of meeting the criteria set forth in the
application, including team composition, vision for transformed
learning, and goals for participating.

Priority will be given to teams that are interested in redesigning
the high school experience and meet the expectations for team
size, distribution across organizations, and specific roles
required. Preference will be given to fully assembled teams.

If NGLC conducts calls with a set of finalist teams, those calls
will be used to determine the strength of foundational
structures known to support effective change efforts,
implementation, and long term sustainability.

Teams will be selected based on the quality of the application
responses and evidence of meeting the criteria set forth in the
application, including team composition, vision for transformed
learning, and learning goals for participating.

Priority will be given to fully assembled teams that are
interested in redesigning the high school experience and include
at least one member of the high school’s leadership team.

If NGLC needs to conduct calls with a set of finalist teams,
those calls will be used to determine the strength of conditions
known to support effective learning redesigns and innovative
teaching and learning practice.
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Mini-Grants and Commitments
To relieve costs for travel as well as support learning, collaboration, engagement, planning, and implementation of learning, we offer a
mini-grant to participating teams based on the number of team members. The mini-grants vary by Learning Excursion, reflecting differences
in anticipated travel expenses and time commitment.

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Mini-Grants
Teams will receive a mini-grant of $2,000 per team member.

Commitments
In order to receive the full mini-grant, we kindly request the
following actions from each team member:

1. Engage as active members of the learning community
by...

a. Completing all pre-work, including but not limited
to readings; the learning log; virtual meetings
with NGLC & Vista Unified; and a learning walk at
your team’s school.

b. Attending all segments of the Innovative Schools
Learning Excursion programming while onsite at
Vista Unified School District (start and end times
are posted within the draft agenda below).

Mini-Grants
Teams will receive a mini-grant of $750 per team member.

Commitments
In order to receive the full mini-grant, we kindly request the
following actions from each team member:

1. Engage as active members of the learning community
by...

a. Completing all pre-work, including but not limited
to readings; the learning log.

b. Attending all segments of the Innovative Schools
Learning Excursion programming while onsite at
Casco Bay High School (start and end times are
posted in the draft agenda below).

c. Sharing your thinking and learning visibly during
in person and virtual sessions.
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c. Sharing your thinking and learning visibly during
in person and virtual sessions.

d. Creating an artifact of your team’s experience to
share with key stakeholders in your school and
community.

2. Use social media to share your learning while on-site
using the hashtag #NGLCchat (strongly encouraged).

3. Complete the participant survey at the end of the
learning excursion.

2. Use social media to share your learning while on-site
using the hashtag #NGLCchat (strongly encouraged).

3. Complete the participant survey at the end of the
learning excursion.
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Meals and Travel Costs
NGLC will provide most meals during each Learning Excursion as described below. Each excursion will have a designated headquarters hotel
with buses, as needed, to shuttle participants to the school and district sites.

Teams need to pay for all travel-related expenses (taxi, airfare, train, any non-hosted meals, parking, etc.) up front with their own funds; costs
may be supported by the mini-grants described above. You will need a district credit card or personal credit card to reserve and pay for hotel
rooms. Please coordinate district payments with the appropriate person at the district office and alert NGLC ahead of time as a credit card
authorization for the hotel is required for district-based payments. Please wait to make any travel arrangements until we have confirmed your
selection.

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

NGLC will provide dinner on March 13; breakfast, lunch, and
snacks on March 14 and March 15; and breakfast on March 16.
You will be responsible for costs for dinner on March 14 and 15
and any meals during travel.

NGLC will provide dinner on March 28; and breakfast, lunch, and
snacks on March 29 and March 30. You will be responsible for
costs for dinner on March 29 and any meals during travel.
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COVID-Related Precautions for Travel
NGLC is taking specific steps to reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 for participants, hosts, and staff, consistent with regulations and
guidelines from NGLC’s fiscal sponsor (Tides Center), the CDC, and state and local authorities. If you have any questions or concerns about
safety precautions related to travel or onsite programming, please contact Kristen Vogt at NGLC, kvogt@nextgenlearning.org or
215-668-8507. Please note that these requirements are subject to change as COVID conditions change.

Requirements:
● All participants must provide proof of vaccination.
● Unless required by local regulations, masking and social distancing are optional. As much as possible, programming will

accommodate participants who choose to wear a mask and observe social distancing .
● Follow CDC guidance and recommendations for domestic travel.

Recommendations from NGLC:
● Take a COVID test prior to travel, and stay home if results are positive. Contact Kristen Vogt at NGLC, kvogt@nextgenlearning.org or

215-668-8507 as soon as possible.
● Please bring a personal supply of masks in case they are needed and a personal supply of hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes.
● Casco Bay: Travel by car if possible.
● Vista Unified: Purchase airline tickets that provide flexibility for cancellations and/or get flight insurance that covers trip cancellations.

Learning Goals
The Innovative Schools Learning Excursions are first and foremost learning experiences for participants and their teams.  The experiences
are designed to support your team’s challenge/opportunity and vision for transformed learning, which you will identify in your application and
clarify through your learning log (Multi-Stakeholder Learning Log; Educator Learning Log), our tool to support your team’s learning.

NGLC will organize and share the agenda, pre-work, and other related information via email. Via a Google doc agenda, you will be able to
access all information and materials ahead of time, including your team’s learning log. You are also invited to access learning logs from
other teams. This is one way to live out a shared commitment to making our learning visible.
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About the Host Sites

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

Vista Unified School District

Vista Unified School District’s Blueprint for Educational
Excellence and Innovation Plan enables its initiatives to work
together to transform learning for equity, wellbeing, and
postsecondary success.

District leaders create the conditions for innovative teaching
and learning to flourish in schools and classrooms. They
promote a culture of innovation through strategies like
invitation and inspiration instead of mandates because the
district firmly believes that change begins at the school  level,
not the district level. Professional learning for adults reflects
Vista’s commitment to personalizing learning. As with the
learners they serve, each educator and staff member is
supported to grow their unique talents and abilities.

From the beginning, Vista Unified has deeply involved its
community in the work of redesigning learning for all students.
It’s a common mindset across the district to work
collaboratively with students, parents and families, community
organizations, and industry partners.

Casco Bay High School for Expeditionary Learning

CBHS is a small public high school with a student body that
reflects the increasing diversity of the city. Founded in 2005,
CBHS is a school of choice for just under 400 students,
intentionally small to enable relationship building and
personalized instruction. The school strives to infuse each
student’s academic experience with their three paramount
values: Rigor, Relevance and Relationships.

● Rigor: Students earn course credit when they have met
each course standard assessed. They are assessed on
habits of work and academic achievement and are
expected to behave ethically, respectfully, and
responsibly. Students often complete multiple attempts
and drafts to meet course standards and they present
what they learn publicly. Each student is encouraged to
earn college credit before graduation and all students
complete a college application. College acceptance rate:
98 percent.

● Relevance: Students are encouraged to ask: “Why are we
doing this? Why does this work matter?” The curriculum
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Mission Vista High School
One of three comprehensive high schools in Vista Unified,
Mission Vista High School (MVHS) is a dual-magnet public high
school that focuses on two special areas of study: Arts &
Communication and Science & Technology.

To prepare students for postsecondary success, MVHS
provides a rich and varied curriculum designed for academic
rigor as well as relevance to learners’ strengths, interests, and
values. Supported by a program that is both broad and deep in
its offerings, MVHS learners create personalized, four-year
pathways of study. This pathways approach incorporates key
capacities, mindsets, and structures to support personalized
learning.

In response to the changes they see in the world and in the
employment landscape, educators at MVHS also design
learning so that it aligns to a broader definition of
postsecondary success, one that encompasses durable and
transferable Habits of Mind as well as academic achievement.

A key factor in the success of MVHS and its students is the
culture of trust they have built with an environment that

is often interdisciplinary, drawing on the natural
connections among courses to enrich and deepen their
studies. Learning expeditions center around compelling
issues of social and environmental justice through local,
national, and global case studies. Experts often visit and
students go out into the field on expeditions, capitalizing
on community resources. Students’ culminating
performances and products typically have an authentic
value. Students and parents partner with staff in forming
the school community, practicing democratic values.

● Relationships: Through structures such as crew and
teaming, the school promotes long-term connections
between teachers and students. CBHS works
deliberately to create a cohesive, inclusive community
for students because students are more likely to put
forth their best when they feel a part of something.
Faculty see themselves as role models and strive to be
as good to one another as they are to students. They
seek and welcome partnerships with students’ families
and actively forge connections with community leaders
and organizations that can deepen students’ learning.

School Design Elements
● Learning Expeditions: Long-term, in-depth studies of a

single topic that explore vital guiding questions. They
incorporate standards and involve fieldwork, service, and
research, culminating in a project, product, or
performance. Expeditions require strong habits of work
and quality thinking that come through the daily rituals
of reading, writing, research, problem solving, and
discussion. Individual and group projects are designed
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promotes creativity, growth, and innovation. School leaders and
teachers are empowered to set collective and individual "Wildly
Important Goals" and exercise autonomy in determining how to
meet them. Mirroring the district’s commitment to shared
leadership, educators and learners experience numerous
opportunities to innovate and grow.

Note: The school is a district magnet school, which means it
requires students to apply to attend. Priority is given to siblings,
military, foster/homeless, students at the district’s magnet
middle schools, and children of district employees, followed by a
lottery.

School Demographics:
● Grades Served: 9-12
● Enrollment: 1,693
● Race/Ethnicity: 49% White,

33% Hispanic, 9% Asian,
2% African American, 7% Other

● Free/Reduced Price Lunch: 27%
● English Language Learners: 0.8%, 18% Reclassified
● Special Education: 5.5%

to unify and ignite student learning by calling for
concrete products or actions that address authentic
problems, typically with a component of social or
environmental justice.

● Proficiency-Based Grading: In its proficiency-based
approach to teaching, assessing, grading, and reporting,
grades are intended to support student learning. To earn
credit, students need to demonstrate that they have
acquired expected knowledge and skills. To focus on
proficiency rather than student-to-student comparisons,
Casco Bay does not rank students or weight GPAs.

● Crew ( Advisory): Motto: In the journey of life, we are all
crew (not passengers). The primary focus in crew is that
each student is (1) known well by at least one adult in
the school and (2) an active member of an ongoing,
small peer community. Three guiding questions—Who
am I? How am I doing? What are my plans for the
future?—are explored through seven “Crew Elements”
(see the CBHS Handbook) over four years. CBHS strives
for student crews to stay together for four years.

School Demographics 2022:
● Grades Served: 9-12
● Enrollment: 390
● Race/Ethnicity:

54% White, 28% Black or African American, 8% Hispanic
or Latino, 8% Asian, 1% Two or more races

● Free/Reduced Price Lunch: 50%
● English Language Learners: 13% Multilingual 33%
● Special Education: 16%
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Draft Agendas

Vista Unified School District
Vista, California
March 13-16, 2023
*Virtual Activities Begin February 1, 2023

Casco Bay High School
Portland, Maine

March 28-30, 2023

At Home Sessions

Wednesday,
February 1, 2023
3:30 pm  - 5:30 pm ET

Virtual Workshop with NGLC & VUSD

Thursday,
February 9, 2023
3:30 pm  - 5:30 pm ET

Virtual Workshop with NGLC & VUSD: Stakeholder
Engagement in Transforming Learning

Between
February 10 and
March 3, 2023

Learning Walk in one of your own schools,
scheduled by team

March 6 - 10, 2023 1-hr Virtual Coaching Session with NGLC

Programming in Vista, California

Monday, March 13, 2023

5:00 - 5:30 pm PT Onsite Registration

5:30 - 8:00 pm PT NGLC-Hosted Dinner

Tuesday, March 14, 2023

Programming in Portland, Maine

Tuesday, March 28, 2023

5:00 - 9:00 pm ET Registration, welcome reception, and dinner hosted by
NGLC

Wednesday, March 29, 2023

7:00 - 7:45 am ET Breakfast provided by NGLC

7:45 am - 5:30 pm Day One programming, including lunch provided by
NGLC

5:30 pm - Personal rejuvenation and dinner on your own

Thursday, March 30, 2023

7:15 - 8:15 am ET Breakfast provided by NGLC

8:15 am - 4:30 pm Day Two programming, including lunch provided by
NGLC

4:30 pm Departure
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March 2023 Innovative Schools Learning Excursions

7:30 - 8:00 am Breakfast provided by NGLC

8:00 am - 4:30 pm Day One programming, including lunch provided
by NGLC

4:30 pm - Personal rejuvenation and dinner on your own

Wednesday, March 15, 2023

7:00 - 8:00 am PT Breakfast provided by NGLC

8:00 am - 4:00 pm Day Two programming, including lunch provided
by NGLC

4:00 pm - Personal rejuvenation and dinner on your own OR
Departure for red-eye flights after 7:00 pm.

Thursday, March 16, 2023

9:00 - 10:30 am PT OPTIONAL Breakfast hosted by NGLC

10:30 am Departure
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